
A REVIEW OF A SHORT FICTION ON WAR AND LOVE

â€œIn Love and Warâ€• is my first venture into a collection of short stories. Carla Kelly is one of my favorite authors and
this one had some good reviews. I actually am.

Love Rodriguez's voice and the characters she brings to life. The Belindas is gritty and urban and contains one
of the best character development elements I have read in a long time with a twist that had my heart pounding
right up util the end. Yet against his wartime backdrops of waste and destruction, he is astonishingly
optimistic about his fellow man and the small acts of kindness that just might make us persevere in spite of it
all, in life and in novels. No fee was paid by the author for this review. Rodriguez deftly portrays this tension
before her characters reach their decisive moments. There is some Carveresque kitchen sink stuff, pancakes
and hidden cigarette butts and all; and some Salterian love and sex and lies; and the writer pulls off a bit of
narrative absurdity of the sort perfected most often by Joy Williams. But you can also find here too a lust for
life, with all its pain and beauty. Morrison suggests that for some people the war is never done, and examines
whether, in such cases, love even has a chance. Love War Stories beautifully articulates a lot of sentiments
that will be familiar to anyone who has experienced the intersection of cultural expectations and generational
clashes when it comes to expectations of love and relationships. And for his friends, the moments from their
saving to their ends became a list of torments caused by him. All of these stories standout and really do
encapsulate the theme of love, often not always with a happy ending, but often not leaving folks unquestioning
and unfulfilled. The choice turns out to be a fitting end for a collection that emphasizes the vibrancy of girls
and women who refuse to believe that the needle is stuck on lamentation. No one but the injured and their
families keeps track of those days. By Elliot Ackerman pp. As is the case with any short story collections each
reader will probably take away something different and will resonate with different stories based on their own
experiences. Each story offers a different take on what it means to love while Latinx Puerto Rican specifically,
but each theme feels widely applicable too. Even worse advised would be to wait â€¦ until the water boils. This
surreal journey is accompanied by a former soldier: an old friend â€” or lover â€” suffering from
post-traumatic stress disorder. Jun 19, Mya rated it really liked it Such a fascinating mix of perspectives,
experiences, and tones that bring vibrant insight into a variety of cultural and intergenerational tensions
intimately tied to the acts of searching for, trying to understand, and finding love. Charles has served diligently
as deputy manger of six hotels owned by the irascible hotel magnate Sir Michael Moseley. Still, a child is
conceived, and her hair is red like flames. It is from the bloody wrestle between Eros and Thanatos â€” or
from the sweaty coitus of these two â€” that literature is born. Memorable characters carry these stories
straight into the reader's heart. Jun 12, Yvonne rated it really liked it You can read my review of this powerful
book in an upcoming issue of The Brooklyn Rail. What you will find are stories that make you pause and
reflect after finishing each one and might even make you a little uncomfortable with how close they hit home.
The protagonist and targets of affections change in each story as well as the circumstances giving the reader
different lenses geographical, socio-economical etc. Share via Email Love across the divide Several stories
feature teenagers whose ideas of love harden into defiance. Novels that combine love and war set up two
eternal rivals on the battlefield: Eros and Thanatos. More often than not these expectations about love are
observed and passed down from the older generation to the younger generation who in turn perpetuates or
rebels against them in their own way. Chivers, Anthony Shadid and Marie Colvin. Usually when we talk about
the price of war, we talk about the dead. Or is he just holding out so he can redeploy? Ackerman wisely avoids
the laundry list of injuries he suffered. The various characters' earnest yearnings are made compelling by
lively storytelling and Rodriguez's wonderful eye for detail. On the other hand the permissiveness that we give
ourselves or others to talk about and experience different kinds of love can be quite narrow, rigid and defined
by tradition. Similarly, Millie quickly recognizes Charles as her kindred spirit and welcomes the emotional
and physical connection. Despite the short story format, Kelly humorously illustrates the behind-the scenes
workings of a large regency hotel, creates a cast of vivid characters, and embodies them with an unexpected
depth of emotion. Rodriguez is also surefooted in the way she deftly gives each character strong outlines,
either through dialogue or by sketching out personality quirks.


